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For those of you who don’t
already know me, I’m the
really sad one. Yep, that’s
right its all my fault. I’m the
mug who started off the
Newsletter, the Homepage,
and the Column (for those of
you who also read the
Matrix, Genesis Sci-fi club’s
magazine). However in my
typical style I refuse to take
any responsibility for
anything else, so officially I’m
going to blame the penguin,
for absolutely everything.
Richard (the Rat) Kerry
Chief Muppet

"This is Raven 29"
"Iron Warriors and
Mercenaries sighted."
"Do we have
permission to engage?"

Front cover:
The logo for somebody’s new
Tau army. Turn to page 12 to
find out more.

Muppet
Merchandise
If anyone wants one, we can
get ‘Team: Muppet’ t-shirts
and polo shirts, with the
SMS logo on the front and
the Team: Muppet logo
across the back, as
modelled by various folk at
the club.
These are £15 each and
available in various sizes.
Speak to Other Muppet
(Dave James) for more info.

Umm, this couldn’t have
been planned better… 1st
April. Oh well, anyway
welcome to Newsletter
Fourteen, just a couple of
weeks later than planned
(sorry about that).
So what’s been happening?
Well, first off this year we
had our Gamesday V in
Basingstoke (more on this on
page 4), then the final outing
for our Kroot game at
Overlord 2003 in Abingdon
(which was excellent fun,
and quite expensive, with all
the new toys you
understand), and then finally
our grand trip up to
Nottingham on a certain Mr
Driver’s 18th birthday; where
we mostly had our armies
handed back to us in few
small pieces…
Anyway, all this aside, 2003
has got off to a roaring start
so far and things are set to
get a lot sillier as the year
goes on. Why’s that I hear
you cry? Well at our AGM
back in February some of our
members came up with a
couple of rather whacko
ideas for games for
Gamesday this year (yep
that’s right, we’re planning to
run two games, we must be
mad).
First up is Roll-a-drone which
is going to be a bit like polo,
but with Space Marine bikes.
This game is Dave Driver’s
and Nick Doran’s baby.
And for number two I will

THE CLUB
We’ve now got a club
running, so what’s the deal?
Well, as the main aim is just
to cover our running costs,
‘The Meet’ on Tuesday nights
is going to cost you £2 if
you’re a member and £3 if
you’re not.
So how do I become a
member?
Sorry, this is going to cost
you more money. £5 per year

only divulge the name:
Muppet Motorway Madness.
Yep, its that bad. But if you
want to find out more, talk to
Tony or Ross.
Also at the AGM (amongst
other things such as the
committee standing down
and then getting instantly
voted back on again), we
might have mentioned
running our very own
tournament sometime…
Keep your eyes open to learn
more.
Richard Kerry
Chief Muppet
As always I’m on the look out
for more articles so if you’ve
got any new rules to test out,
want to review something,
write a story, or have any
other interesting article in
mind, email me and you
might see it in here next
time. Newsletter Fifteen is
due out on the 24th June
2003 so I need any articles
in by the 16th at the latest.

A photo of something Lee
(Raven29) killed in Bugman’s
Bar, and yes he did look that bad!!!
Well, it was a very long day.

earns you the title ‘Member
Muppet’ and entitles you to a
printed copy of this
Newsletter four times a year
plus gets you into ‘The Meet’
at member’s rates. In
addition to this you can join
Team: Muppet, for the glory
of, umm, Basingstoke...
So that’s it?
Yep, it is. At least until we
change our minds...
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UPCOMING EVENTS

OR MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO SPEND MONEY
19th April 2003

Basingstoke Wargamers Club: Day Long Meeting
At the Church Hall in Oakridge, 09:30 til 18:00ish and £5 for the day
(including tea and coffee). Chances are SMS will be running a 400
point 40K micro-tournament on a very big table.

26th April 2003

Salute 2003
South London Warlords annual big fair at Olympia.
Check out www.salute.co.uk for more info.

1st June 2003

Conflict: London

29th June 2003

Conflict: Bristol

1212-13th July 2003

Attack! 2003
The Corn Exchange, Devizes. £2 entrance. Competitions, bring & buy

2626-27th July 2003

STaB 2003
A Warhammer Fantasy Battle tournament in Bournemouth. £5 for the
day including entry to the show.

1313-14th September 2003 Colours 2003
The annual big wargaming fair in Reading.
14th September 2003

[Sir]
Yes Drone 110902
[Duck]
Sorry?
[Duck, Sir]
Why <Ducking>
[She's got a can of
hairspray...]
And?
[...And a zippo lighter sir!]
Oh, No, and we thought that
the starcannons where bad...
<Loud explosion from distant
hill>
<Grass blowing in the wind>
<Slight sighing sound>
I suppose we'd better order
some more Railguns then...

Gamesday and Golden Demon Awards 2003

2727-28th September 2003 Warhammer 40000 Grand Tournament 2003 Heat One
1515-16th November 2003

Transmission Starts

WarFare 2003
Rivermead Leisure Complex, Reading

2003 SMS Meetings “The Meet”
Glebe Hall, Church Street, Basingstoke
7 January, 21 January, 4 February, 18 February, 4 March, 18 March*, 1 April, 15 April, 29 April,
13 May, 27 May, 10 June, 24 June*, 8 July, 22 July, 5 August, 19 August, 2 September,
16 September, 30 September*, 14 October, 28 October, 11 November, 25 November,
9 December, 23 December*
*indicates dates the Newsletter is available

“The beacon has been
activated Commander.”
“Then it is to begin.”
“Yes sir, we have already
detected ships moving into
the system. The xenos
approaches, traitors as
well.”
“Indeed. Well let them
come!”

The small world of St
Michael has a secret.
Underneath the towering
cities, amongst the wild
jungles, hidden within the
snow swept tundra, there
is... something.
Something ancient, terrible,
lost...
Something that is now
calling across the galaxy for
a new master.

Above St Michael, starships
have gathered from across
the Imperium, and
elsewhere. On planet’s
surface sightings of metal
warriors, alien creatures, and
worse have spread.
All is as a pause before
breath.
And then the storm shall be
unleashed.
Coming 2004… (hopefully)

"How much are those
Mercenaries
demanding?"
"Far too much my
Lord"
"Too much considering
the foul minions of
Chaos are coming for
us?"
"We are the foul
minions of Chaos,
Lord."
"Ah. I meant the other
foul minions."
*Gasp* "Not
THEM!?"
"That's right. And
they're coming for us."
"I'll pay the
Mercenaries then."
"Yes, you do that."
Transmission Ends
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"This is Raven 29."
"Our position at
18.01.03 has been over
run by Templars."
"Request danger close
bombardment from
space."
"Am proceeding as
planned to grid
21.01.03 to deal with
Iron warrior scum."
"See you in hell."
"Raven 29 out."

Dave Driver running
Warhammer 40000 on Paul’s
new trench boards
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We’d been preparing for
months (well, at least a
fortnight). Thanks to the 11
Scout Group, half of
Basingstoke had been
bombed with leaflets. There
was even stuff about it in the
local Newspapers, both of
them.
Yep, it was the 16th January
2003 and Gamesday 5 had
arrived. In a departure from
the previous Gamesdays,
GDV was the first to be a
pure SMS event (well, the
Scouts asked us to run it for
them, and we’re using a bit
of their storage at Glebe
Hall) and our first event in
Church Cottage, the big old
hall in front of our usual
meeting place.
So, as always, myself and

the first of the muppets
found ourselves in
Basingstoke at a silly time in
the morning and set about
setting up for the day.
Amongst the mayhem, we
planned to run our
gamesday game KROOT,
tank racing, a bring and buy
stand, and a painting table.
But that wasn’t all, you see,
our parent club (Genesis Scifi) was running Stargate

Gamesday V in full swing (so to speak)

some absolute bargains and
SG42, our very own Dave
then dragged them away to
Driver had volunteered to
the painting table (where
run a Warhammer 40000
Nathan was starting his
game, and the very nice
people from
the
Basingstoke
Wargaming
Club put on a
huge demo
battle from the
American Civil
War.
And to top this
all off, the
11th Scout
Group were
running a
canteen,
because lets
“Yes, of course you can shoot your mum’s tank”
face it, it
wouldn’t be a
Imperial Guard army).
proper Gamesday without
Elsewhere big Dave’s 40K
bacon rolls.
proven to be as popular as
The bell tolled 10o clock and
ever, and Money Muppet
a very slow
wave of people
tickled in over
the following
few hours, but
no matter. At
the far end of
the hall, the
bring & buy
stand was
doing a roaring
business and a
lot of broad
grins could be
seen as
various people A bit of the American Civil War put on for us by the
Basingstoke Wargaming Club
picked up
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Tony and Dave taking on the might of the German Navy

(Paul) was inciting a family
conflict on the tank racing
table, a task Ross took over
as the same family ran about
in Stargate SG-42 trying to
avoid the cyber-bugs.
In a moment of weakness,
Tony and David (OffenJames) volunteered for a bit
of proper wargaming (costal
scale) that Richard from the
Basingstoke Wargaming Club

different paints with him that
he’d imported from the
States. Unsurprisingly he
was also very popular on the
painting table.
And of course, there was
Kroot and a whole new set of
people to show it off to (lots
of club member hadn’t
actually played it before).
There were even a couple of
photographers kicking

Nick, Callum, Lee, Peter and Dave seriously re-enacting the Battle of
Rorke’s Drift, with Chaos Muppet KROOT!

bought along with him.
Quickly corrupted comments
such as ‘Cool’ could be
heard from their little corner
of the hall. As it happened,
Richard also bought some

around from the local
newspapers at various points
during the day.
In the end we managed to
raise a £50 for the club and
a bit of money for the 11th
Scout Group, and far
more importantly
everybody had a
really good time.
And on the way back
home some of us
could be heard
muttering something
about running a
tournament next
year…
Richard Kerry
Major Muppet
And my fiancée running the canteen (with
some other scouty people)

ABOVE: Ross McNaughton takes part in The Sad Muppet Society's gamesday at
Church Cottage in Basingstoke Pic by Clint Lambert

Gamers' gathering
raises funds for hall
SELF-confessed games geeks gathered at Church Cottage,
Basingstoke.
A gamesday, organised by The Sad Muppet Society (SMS),
was run to raise money for Glebe Hall, the home of the 11th
Basingstoke St Michel's Scouts.
Table-top games, fantasy roleplay and futuristic combat were
all in demand as players took their chances with the dice. Kids
could test their skills at anything from the latest adventure
epic K(r)oot to tank racing.
Youngsters had to get in to character Dungeons and Dragonsstyle as they acted their way through the adventures of space
marines and hobbits.
One of the Muppets, David James, 34, from Tadley, a
carpenter by day, said: "Although there were only around 35
people, those that did come seemed to enjoy themselves and
£100 was raised. We're thinking of organising tournaments
involving all the gaming clubs in the area."
The SMS hires Glebe Hall every Tuesday for games from 7pm
to 10pm. Find out more from the website at www.rkerry.fsnet.
co.uk/sms

A very small aeroplace
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WARHAMMER WORLD CLUB

OPEN TOURNAMENT

We came, we saw, we mostly
got completely wiped out. On
the 8th March, myself, Dave
Offen-James, Nick Jenkin,
Lee Cook, Birthday Boy
(sorry, Dave Driver), Tony
Walls, and Mark Freeth
endured the long drive to
Nottingham for a little bit of
war...

"And also what must
be the best named club
in the country... The
Sad Muppet Society"
Matt Ash, Warhammer World

"Raven 29"
"Engage at 1900H,
grid ref 21.1.03."
"Leave nothing but
corpses."
"May the gods breath
their fetid breath upon
us."
"Move out."

couple of bits of forest
As I’m writing this, its far too
right across the middle
early on the following Sunday
of the board. With
morning after the 8th March.
most of my army hiding
But what was so special
behind cover, the tau
about the 8th March I hear
were left with very little
you cry? Well, apart from
to actually shoot at and
being Dave Driver’s 18th
the rather large Kroot
birthday, it was also was the
unit that managed to
date of the fourth
infiltrate its way on to
Warhammer World Club
my doorstep was fairly
Open Tournament; and
quickly despatched by
seven muppets including
One of Rick Ford’s Broadsides
my Banshees on the
myself were up at the crack
that little trick) and my
first turn, who then
of dawn (actually several
wraithlord was eaten by a
proceeded to consolidate
hours before it) ready to take
lictor. Umm, two less
into the rest of his army...
on the best Nottingham had
starcannons for taking out
The last straw came when
to offer.
those big bugs then.
my
Fire
Prism
finally
turned
After gaining a few hours rest
up and destroyed half a fire
Thankfully my first turn was
in the car (both Lee and
warrior squad and Rick’s
much better with my
Mark had really late nights/
Etheral. One decisive victory
Reapers blasting some very
early mornings, and Other
to me then.
big holes in some flying
Muppet Dave James was
things and my scorpions
Round two: Tyranids
looking a little red after
taking down a VERY big
running down the hill to my
In round one, there was a
winged Hive Tyrant. The
house) we rolled into the
very nice tyranid army
couple of turns that followed
hallowed ground of GW HQ
playing next to me
involved a lot of shooting on
with plenty of time to spare.
commanded by a guy call
my part and a lot of running
First order of business was
Phil, a member of the
towards me on Phil’s part.
to find a table and show off
Warhammer World Veterans.
Unfortunately by turn four my
our armies for the painting
Nasty I thought. And then as
position was overrun by the
and background judging.
I found my table for round
two carnifaxes, then
This was really
two, guess who
something weird happened.
nice because
turned up!
In a flash of inspiration I
we got the
Pitched Battle
discovered that a strength
opportunity to
again but this
three Dire Avenger could (in
see what else
time with a
theory) hurt a toughness six
was out there,
twist of lemon,
monster in hand to hand.
but best of all,
the attacker
After failing to even try the
Bugman’s Bar
had to get into
previous turn, my Avenger
had coffee and
the defenders
Exarch managed
doughnuts so
deployment
conveniently despatch the
while the
zone. So out
bug with his dire sword (in
judging
came my
the progress winning my
commenced,
defensive army
man of the match award).
we munched
(well most of it,
breakfast.
With the other Carnifax
I forgot about
There was even a Warhammer the Fire
plodding off to get the Storm
Round one:
Fantasy Battle tournament (for Dragons, doh!)
Guardians that together with
Tau
that matter, Tony was in it), and and opposite
my Farseer were attempting
OK, my ‘Space
this guy is from the stunning
to remove the biovores on
me
went
down
Marine’ killing
winning army
the other side of the table;
a hell of a lot of
Eldar army’s
all the bugs disappeared
big
bugs
(just
first opponent was a really
from my deployment zone. At
the two carnfaxes then Phil).
nice looking Tau army played
the end of the day our
And to make matters worst
by Rick Ford from
armies had almost wiped
for my ‘marine killing’ army,
Warhammer World. The
each other out, but with the
Phil got the first turn. Well,
scenario was Pitched Battle
objectives in mind I had
as I’ll get to shoot at him I
and unsurprisingly Rick
scored a marginal victory,
thought. Err, no. You see in
choose to deploy on the back
somehow...
the
first
round
of
shooting
edge of the board as far
my Falcon was melted by
Round three: Crimson (cough
away from me as possible.
some spore mines
Dark Templar) Fists
However my luck was in,
(thankfully the Wave
conveniently enough there
This was the last game of the
Serpent’s Energy field
was a small village and a
day and I was facing marines
rendered that immune to
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at last. Deep joy. In all
fairness this was a
particularly nice marine army
again fielded by one of the
Warhammer World Veterans.
Again, I lost the roll off to see
who’d go first so I just sat
down and waiting for things
to start falling out of the
sky... but they didn’t.
Somewhat mythed by my
good fortune I proceeded
with possibly the most risky
(read: stupid) plans I have
ever come up with.
It was wonderfully simple:
walk up to the big tank
(a Land Raider
Crusader in fact) and
hit in with as many
witchblades and
powerfists I could
muster (which was
two, one of each), and
hope the thing blew up
killing everyone inside.
Suffice to say the plan
didn’t work and the
following turn I faced a
charge from lots of
angry marines and a
Emperor’s Champion.
Again this is where things
went a bit surreal. You see,
over the following turns my
scorpions and banshees
wiped the normal marines,
and then ran away from the
Emperor’s Champion (taking
out a Rhino on their way off
the battlefield). And then my
Storm Guardians managed
to kill him... (that, anything

Page 7
on the last turn (picture the
wave serpent pilot in front of
a Space Marine Chaplin
waving if you will) managed
to win by a mere 40 victory
points, by the rules of the
tournament, a draw.
The Final Results
Together with sportmanship
points and army painting
points I managed to come
sixth overall. Not bad
considering how close two of
my games were.
Richard Kerry
Major Muppet

Attention Imperial Citizens
These pictures were taken from the body of a civilian on
Yrolagre. We have not yet identified this Legion. We can
confirm that they originate from the Eye of Terror as they were
traced returning to it after the Raid on Yrolagre.
Be on the look out for this Legion. Any information that will
help identify them and,
ultimately, defeat them
should be made known to the
Inquisition immediately.
Failure to do so will have
serious repercussions for you
and your family.

the table, as hurtled with the
force of George
Bush behind a
UN weapons
inspector.
However all
three games
were really
enjoyable, and it
was great fun
meeting new
opponents and
playing different
armies. It really
The Salmander army Dave fought
gives you a
boost seeing
such wonderful painting on
A very Open Tournament!
display as well, especially as
If there is one thing that
almost everyone else was
should never ever been
like me, and still finishing
seen, then it is 4 o’clock on a
their force in the wee small
Saturday morning!!!
hours.
Yes this was the time of day
The highlight for me had to
when this particular Muppet
be my first opponent
arose to venture into
shooting up one of his own
Nottingham land. You know
Chaos dreadnoughts when
the place. Just look on the
his other dread went into fire
map for the words “There Be
frenzy, immobilising it as
Dragons.”
soon as it arrived on the
"This is Raven 29, Should be So we bundled into
table.
and amazingly
And the low was when my
making planet fall in 24 Hours." cars
they didn’t suffer
command squad with force
"This Planet will make a good site catastrophic
commander, my Scout
damage on route!
squad, and Chaplain all
for a Temple to the gods."
Fancy arriving on
charged into a Salamanders
time, our
Devastator Squad on the
"Plenty of souls to reap on the reputation is now
same turn, and failed to
well and truly shot!
battle field and off."
wound anything, and to add
After freezing to
insult to injury the Chaplain
"The next 48 Hours are crucial death outside the
killed himself by tripping over
first thing on the
his own shoe laces whilst
if victory is to be ours."
agenda could only
wearing a jump pack!!
"May the certain luck of chaos be be described as
Mind you it wasn’t all bad as
quaffing coffee,
my opponent felt so bad
with us all."
here Nikron had a
after he bought the beers.
major advantage
"Raven 29 out."
So there you have, a really
as his moustache
fun (if exhausting) day, I
gave him a 4+
can’t wait till next time, so
but a one rule coming to my
invulnerable save!
why not join us and see what
rescue again).
Then it was on with the
tournaments are really
With a wraithlord, two wave
carnage, the results of the
about.
serpents, and a falcon left; I
day speak for themselves, as
Dave Offen James
captured one table quarter
I not so much slipped down
Other Muppet
the contested the remainder

"Lord?"
"What now? Can't
you see I'm in the middle of my breakfast."
"Sorry, Lord. Important news."
"It had better be 'cos
if this toast goes cold
you're in a world of
hurt."
"Oh goody."
"We're Iron Warriors,
not Slaanesh. Jeez."
"Ah."
"The news?"
"Oh yes. Reports of
those foul minions
from our Mercenary
friends have them near
21.01.03, Lord."
"Splendid. Set course
to intercept. Time to
destroy them. Leave
none alive."
"What? The Mercenaries, Lord?"
"Idiot. Go. Prepare
the Fleet."
"Lord."
**Crunch**
"Damn. Bloody toast
has gone cold."
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KABAL OF THE WARPED MIND

T H E B AT T L E F O R F I N C H

All the way back on New
Year’s Eve, myself and Paul
finally managed to get our
complete armies to face off
against one another… 3500
points per side.
The objective was simple; to
capture HER, dead or alive.

“You are no one, you
are nothing, you have
no life, except by my
command.”
Cax’th
Kabel of the Warped Mind

The orders had been posted
the day before. This morning
as the Aconite came out of
the Warp the screen lit up
with multiple images. The
entire fleet was gathered for
the first time in many years.
Whatever was on the planet
was very important.
Zan'thrax reviewed her
orders. It was to be a mass
landing and search. She
checked her timepiece, time
to go. She waved her hand,
the Fifteenth leapt for the
Raider, the pilot gunning the
main jets. As they swept
around the ships hull the full
size of the fleet was
apparent. And there in the
distance was Eric, Her void
stalker, She was here.
Zan'thrax stood in awe, it
was the first time she had
been in a position to see
her mistress's Vessel.
However she had no time
to stare as the race for
the planet had begun.
Dozens of Raiders were
aiming to be the first planet
side, their squad of warriors
and wyches screaming
encouragement. Then their
breaking jets cut in to slow
their decent, the other
Raiders doing the same each
pilot trying to out break the
other , to show off their skill.
Just as it looked like the race
for the planet was won by a
wych squad dozen of
Hellions came pass their
boards glinting in the dawn,
and hot on their heels flocks
of Scourges.
The race was won and by a
Scourge, his wings only
opening when he was inches
for the ground. But no time
to feel bitter or to watch the
glorious sight of hundreds of
Dark Eldar make planetfall.
Zan'thrax keyed her mike
and gave instructions for the
search to begin. It was then
that the sight none of the
Fifteenth would ever forget
happened. A Scourge
activated a Warp portal and
She walked onto the planet.
Cax'th was here. In all her
long life Zan'thrax had only
glimpsed her Archon once

before, she a child, Cax'th a
legend. Cax'th looked up at
the display around her,
hundreds of Eldar obeying
her every whim, she turned
to her Incubi and they moved
off towards some ruins and
out of sight. More portals
opened and squadrons of
Jetbikes turbo'd out no
thought of who might be in
the way. These were
followed by units of Warriors
and the menacing shape of
Talos. the whole Kabul
fanning out across the plain
in a wide sweeping search.
They had been racing across
the planet the wind blowing
through

Zan'thrax's
hair for
many hours when the call
came in.She was under
attack. The Rath-Torhan had
released the Wind Sword
fighters against Her. The
orders coming across the
comms. said the entire
Craftworld had landed
coming out of Warp and
taking Cax'th by surprise. The
Fifteenth were to return.
Zan'thrax gave the order and
the pilot responded by
launching the Raider high
and cutting across the lower
stratosphere back towards
the landing site. When they
arrived streaking in from the
west they found things not
going well. In the centre of
the battlefield Cax'th was
under pressure with Her
Incubi; the first units to have
arrived now lay shattered
about Her and an Avatar was
heading her way. Further
back waves of Guardians
and Aspect warriors were still

advancing. Co-ordanating
with Helon who's Raider had
just come into view they both
dropped down behind
enemies lines. Helon's
Raider destroyed a D-cannon
and the Squad tore through
the Guardians around it. The
Fifteenth destroyed a large
section of Reapers and as
they leapt from their Raider
assaulted more Guardians.
The fight went well and as
they gained the upper hand
the shadow of a Wraithlord
fell over them. Zan'thrax
realised that only her
agoniser could damage it
leapt to the defence of her
squad. The fight was brief
with the agoniser damaging
the construct but more of the
Rath-Torhan were
approaching.
As Zan'thrax fell the
thought "Oh no not again"
flashed through her mind.
Then came darkness.
When she awoke she was
back in her quarters, five of
the Fifteenth lay nearby, they
all had wounds roughly
bandaged. Someone spoke
"Welcome back my Sybarite"
the voice was that of Kak'cell
"There are seven of us still
breathing. the pilot and
gunner both dead but I
managed to coax the Raider
home, just. The landing jets
are shot". "Where's the fleet
heading," Zan'thrax spoke as
she sat up, her head hurt
and blood seeped from the
bandage around her torso. "
We've been ordered to make
for Commargh and press
more "willing" warriors to Her
service." "Seven you say and
no Raider crew. She still
gives orders, then the battle
went well." Zan'thrax put her
head in her hands " so many
lives so many souls" she
thought " was it worth it." she
kept these thoughts to
herself no need to add to the
growing number of the dead.
"We are no one we are
nothing except by Her order."
Zan'thrax intoned " Rouse
the others training begins in
five."
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RATH-TORHAN CRAFTWORLD SCENARIO

TO KILL A DARK LORD
ATTACKERS OVERVIEW
Using intelligence from your Harliquin allies, you’ve managed to locate and isolate the notorious
leader of the Kabel of the Warped Mind. This is a once in a lifetime opportunity. All of the fighting
force of your craftworld has been assembled; the Dark Lord Cax’th must not escape.

DEFENDERS OVERVIEW
Your minions are scattered investigating this precious world. You have established a command
position in the ancient ruins. And then something appeared on your scanners, and they’re virtually
on top of you.

SPECIAL RULES
This scenario uses the Capture, Deep Strike, Victory Points and Infiltrate special rules.

DEPLOYMENT
• The Dark Eldar deploy within 6” of the centre of the board. Caxth and up to one heavy support
or troop choice per thousand points played must be placed. All remaining Dark Eldar units are
held in reserve.

<<Janira, we located a
legion of mon-keigh
criminals traversing the
Glebe Sector. It is
suspected that one of
their number could have
information on the
location of HER. A
small raiding force
should be enough.>>

• Any Eldar infiltrators may deploy within 6” of the Eldar players (short) board edge.
• The Eldar player has the first turn as his army arrives.
• Reserves
• Dark Eldar reserves appear from the Dark Eldar player’s board edge using the normal reserve
rules. To represent the swiftness of the Dark Eldar, they may add 1 to the result of their reserve
roll.
• Any Eldar units held in reserve appear from the Eldar payer’s board edge.

OBJECTIVE
This scenario uses victory points. In addition, the Eldar player gains a bonus 1000 victory points
for capturing Cax’th or 500 points for killing her.
If Cax’th escapes the table, the Dark Eldar player gains 500 bonus points, or if she survives on the
board 1000 points.

CAPTURE SPECIAL RULE
If Cax’th is reduced to zero wounds, do not remove her as
normal. Instead place her on her side. She can then be
captured by any unengaged unit that moves into base-to-base
contact with her.
Whilst a unit has a captive, it can not Fleet of Foot, or assault
another unit; although it can be assaulted or shot at (as can
Cax’th, just treat her as a normal Independent Character, and
any subsequent wound will kill her).
Captured models can be ‘handed off’ to one other friendly unit
within 2” at the start of the start.

>>Rath-Torhan aircraft on the prowl in the Chase system just
prior to their assault on Finch<<

THE TRAP MISSES

"I am Nothing, I am No One" the Succubus yelled above the din of
battle. Cax'th turned, a Wych Squad was approaching, fighting back
the Eldar swarming around them. The day had not gone well, a full
fifth of the Kabal lay in ruins around her and they still hadn't found
what they had come for.
"My liege, the Webway lies this way, in the trees" The Succubus
continued. Cax'th looked about her, the Avatar was turning,
numerous Grotesques lay shattered before it. Its eyes glinting in the
sunlight, an evil malice shining through: Curse the Rath-Torhan, they
had descended in force while she was vulnerable, still she was free
and a means of escape looked close, she nodded to the Succubus
moved towards the trees issuing evacuation orders over her com
set.
Back aboard Eric her Void Stalker, she listened to the reports as
they came in. She was surprised by the number of survivors, more
than would have been thought possible. Extra portals had been
opened to clear the dead and wounded, as always no trace of their
presence was left on the planet. What had happened to the
accursed Rath-Torhan she had no idea but the ships of the fleet
where even now moving in to destroy the Planet. The artefact would
be lost, better that than chance another landing or worse someone
else finding it. She knew it was still there, she could hear the singing
in her head, and then it suddenly stopped. She keyed the
viewscreen and watched the expanding ball of gas and dust that
had seen so many deaths this day, each of the Artefacts scattered
throughout the fleet lay mute at the passing of a Brother.
"Captain split the fleet, standard pattern, send the Aconites to
Commorragh to recruit more personnel."
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P L A N E TA RY
DEFENSE FORCES

Following up from the
scenario last time, here’s the
battle report.

many planets have
unique aspects to there
character, the sand flies
of Tallern, the iced
buns of Valhalla, and
the pompous snotty
nosed, miserable gits
that live on Mordia to
name but a few

<<Update>>
Brother, we've detected
the ahumans known as
'Squats' among the
mon-keigh. Considering
their rarity over the past
two ages perhaps we
should capture one to
learn more about their
recent plight.

Most of you out there will
have by now probably have
had a chance to read the
codex Armageddon that was
launched to accompany the
country wide Armageddon
campaign run by our
favourite toy shop last year.
Now this little book had a
whole string of new army
lists that made it one of the
few Games workshop
productions that represented
real value for money. One of
these was an Alternative
Imperial Guard list, which
had a lot of nice options, and
as a Guard player myself I
was more than keen on the
idea. However there was one
major flaw in the published
army lists. You could only
take an Armageddon

Planetary Defence Force. So
other planets don’t bother
with defence forces then. Ok
Armageddon has a unique
atmosphere and Imperial
industrialised background,
but surely, many planets
have unique aspects to there
character, the sand flies of
Tallern, the iced buns of
Valhalla, and the pompous
snotty nosed, miserable gits
that live on Mordia to name
but a few. So here are
several “alternative”
alternative Imperial Guard
army lists for you to try out.
I would like to point out
however, before you shout
at me because they don’t
work, that these ideas are
just that, ideas! They have
had no play testing of any

kind. They are merely the
selections that I thought
would be in character with
the relevant planets.
So there you have it. Three
complete new army lists I
hope you like them, and I
may even try some of them
out one day.
Other Muppet.
(All I said was “That piece of
halibut was good enough for
Jehovah”)

PRETORIA
Planet type: Mostly arid scrub and grassland around the planets equatorial line. One large
mountain range “The Acosta’s”, and a small ice cape on each pole.
Most of Pretoria’s towns and cities are well spread so the planets defence force use lots of mobile
units. The most useful unit at the pretorian commanders disposal, is the Sentinel scout walker as
the driver has an excellent birds eye view of what may lie ahead in the tall tundra style grass.
Ogyrons settled here several generations ago and are well liked, and well paid by the planets
farmers union, in times of war their great strength is always called upon, however it has been
noted that with each new generation born under Pretoria’s normal gravitational conditions so the
Ogyrons size and strength diminishes. Pretoria has limited industrial capability and so can
produce only limited supplies of heavy tanks.
The following units may not be used in a Pretorian Planetary Defence Force:
Ratling Snipers, Rough Riders, Death world Veterans, Grey Knights Terminators, Leman Russ
Demolisher, Leman Russ Vanquisher, Assassins
In addition, no more than one squad of Ogyrons may be allowed, and a maximum only of two
Ogyrons in the squad may be given strength boosting close combat weapons.
Native Lackeys Units may be included in a Pretorian Planetary Defence Force, (and only in a
Pretorian Planetary Defence Force) as a troops choice.

NATIVE LACKEYS
Points/Model

WS

BS

S

T

W

I

A

Ld

Sv

Lackey

2

2

2

3

3

1

2

1

4

-

Lackey Chief

10

3

3

4

3

2

2

2

6

-

Unit size: The unit consists of 4-19 Lackeys and one Chief.
Weapons: Lackeys fight with any scraps of wood or rubbish that they can find, but are never
trusted with guns in case they decide to get “creative” about ways to use it.
SPECIAL RULES
Nobody Cares: if a unit of Lackeys are in close combat, that combat does not block line of sight for
the Imperial Guard player, it is assumed that if a Lackey is killed it really doesn’t matter. If a player
attempts to shoot through a unit of Lackeys in close combat then any 1’s rolled on the “to hit”
dice hits a lackey instead. Please note you can never hit an opponent’s model that is in the close
combat.
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TALLERN
Planet type: Arid dessert with isolated oases and large underground cities
You will have all read about the war that ravaged this planet and left it devoid of all surface life
forcing its population to seek shelter underground, so I won’t repeat it here, but that was a brutal
tank battle that waged across Tallern’s vast sand dune filled landscape for years. As a result their
defence force very heavily favours mechanised units. Huge gangs called Dusties work around the
clock, nine days a week keeping the cities hatchways and water courses free from the evermoving sands. In times of need these selfless men are called upon to defend their homes and
families, with nothing more than their shovels and pick axes.
The following units may not be used in a Tallern Planetary Defence Force:
Ogryns, Rough Riders, Salamander scout vehicle (too fast, the sand clogs its tracks).
Dust Devils units may be included in a Tallern Planetary Defence Force, (and only in a Tallern
Planetary Defence Force) as a troops choice.

DUST DEVILS
Points/Model

WS

BS

S

T

W

I

A

Ld

Sv

Dust Devil

3

3

3

3

3

1

2

1

5

-

Dust Guv

25

4

3

3

3

2

3

2

8

-

Unit size: The unit consists of 10-30 Devils and one Duster guv.
Weapons: A total variety of spades, shovels, pick axes, and any other manual earth-moving tool
you care to think of.
Character: The leader may choose additional equipment from the Imperial Guard Armoury.
SPECIAL RULES
Barbaric: Due to being adept, and experienced with their barbaric and very heavy weapons of war,
on the turn that they charge into close combat, Dust Devils gain may attempt to re-roll all missed
“to hit” dice rolls.

VALHALLA
Planet type: The planets surface is almost totally covered in ice. With out doubt, one of the
bleakest planets in the whole Emporium. The inhabitants live in large, purpose built glass domed
cities. Exposed outposts are dotted around the rolling ice sheets but these isolated few have little
to do with the “Greenhousers”. If they have to venture out onto the ice, these hermits use
specially trained dog packs to sled across the frozen wastes.
The following may not be used in a Valhalla Planetary Defence Force:
Ogryons, Leman Russ battle Tanks of any kind (their huge weight opens up ravines in the ice),
In addition, Any Rough Riders should be represented by dog sled models, but use Rough Rider
stats and rules as normal.
Scratchers units may be used in a Valhallan Planetary Defence Force (and only in a Valhallan
Planetary Defence Force) as troops choices.

SCRATCHERS
Points/Model

WS

BS

S

T

W

I

A

Ld

Sv

Scratcher

13

3

3

3

3

1

3

1(2)

7

5+

Scratcher Sarg’

23

3

3

3

3

2

3

2(3)

8

5+

Unit size: The unit consists of 4-14 Scratchers and one Scratcher Sarg’.
Weapons: Las-guns, Blades
Options: Any model may exchange his Las-gun for a Las-pistol and close combat weapon at no
extra points cost. Up to 2 models may be armed with a flamer at 6 points.
SPECIAL RULES
Blades: These are razor sharp ice skates that Scratchers use to move around the battlefield. In
game terms, they count as an extra close combat weapon, as a kick from one of these is equal to
any sword slash. In addition Scratchers may use the fleet of foot special rule as long as there are
on ice or snow.

FIRST ENCOUNTER
WITH RAVEN29
Janira saw the mon-keigh
lord fly from the temple as
quickly as he and his minions had arrived. Surveying
the ruins as the Chaos
Space Marines fled, the
farseer could only pick out
the broken bodies of his
kin. Just one scorpion stood
at his side, all others had
fallen. And behind him the
Unknown Warrior towered
over the scene, replacing
the mon-keigh tank that
had been there just moments before.
The ancient site had very
almost been lost to the
aliens, Janira had sorrowfully watched as the Guardians underneath his command tried to sell they lives
as dearly as possible
against impossible odds.
Talon and Vasir had both
fallen to the lord's cursed
symbol of power. Only time
had won them this battle.
Although the death around
him made Janira question
the price.
The Striking Scorpion
turned to him, "Vasir calls
me, my blood rages."
Without thinking the farseer
put his hand on the young
warrior's shoulder to calm
him, "As you wish, when we
return to the shrine, take
his armour." Secretly
mourned the decision,
Rath-Torhan's lost here was
complete. All that was left
was to collect the bodies,
and the waystones.
He turned to the giant construct behind him, but it
already knew its solemn
task. And as the wraithlord
gathered the bodies of the
dead, Janira turned over
the body of one of the dead
Word Bearers, retrieving the
artefact still clutched in its
liveless hands. The first one
had been found. Now
Elthranel`s Folly beckoned.
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LAND, AIR & SEA

1ST NAVAL CADRE, DAL’YTH PRIME
THE PLAN

Here’s the lowdown on the
army that I’ll be taking to the
2003 Warhammer 40000
Grand Tournament later in
the year. That is assumed its
finished of course...

The first, but not final prototype

This is going to be one of
those weird articles written
in stages over the next
months. So what’s all this
about a Tau army then? Well,
as some of you may recall,
I’ve been working on my
Death Guard for the past
couple of months. Well, as
they’re proceeding at a fair
rate (actually, they’re
finished) I’ve been on the
look out for another project
for next (this) year. Truth be
told, its all Tony’s fault; the
first battle my Death Guard
fought was against his Tau.
Thanks to finding the
objective immediately my
little guys won the game
(whilst some demons
munched though his
Pathfinders and Battlesuits),
but I was left thinking; I
reckon I could make that
army work, I reckon I could
make that army work damn
well.

<<<Threat Analysis: Naval Cadres>>>
Naval Cadres are unique to the Dal’yth Sept of
the Tau Empire. They are believed to form the
defensive forces of the half dozen or so
colonies located underneath Dal’yth Prime’s
equatorial oceans. These colonies mine and
manufacturer several key materials used in
spacecraft construction. Together with a
handful of other worlds, these colonies are
critical to maintaining the Tau fleet.
Because of the importance of these facilities,
the Warrior Caste keeps a garrison of Fire
Warriors and support vehicles under the
waves at all times. Each colony, no matter
how small has at least a Sky Ray and a
handful of Hammerheads available for its
defence, and some of the larger colonies are
home to a number of Hunter Cadres, even
commanding Air Caste protection. These
warriors are kept in a constant state of
readiness, and are often deployed in other
war zones. Indeed, the special forces of the
1st Navel Cadre are often in great demand
and have historically been some of the first
troops to receive new or experimental
equipment.
In addition to these Tau troops, the colonies
on Dal’yth Prime can also call upon the tribes
of Kroot who have adapted to live (and even
breathe) in the oceans, and on occasion even
great sea beasts descended from the Kroot
themselves are herded into battle.

That very night, I worked out
a list in Interactive Army List.
The whole vision for the army
was based on them coming
from a waterworld. I
imagined them to be the
Warhammer 40000
equivalent to the US
Marines, fighting over land,
sea, and air. This meant no
Kroot (this army should
never get into combat
anyway so no problem there)
and no Broadsides (nasty but
far too slow). This left me
with option of going for
battlesuits or vehicles. Well,
battlesuits are cool, but also
really expensive, and prone
to being gunned down. On
the other hand, if I was going
to go for a ‘skimming’ army,
I’d have to take two Devilfish
anyway. That settled it, tanks
and guns, lots of them. In
addition to the two Devilfish I
already had to take, I
decided I’d need at least two

Hammerheads, and possibly
another Devilfish loaded with
Pathfinders (thinking
markerlights and seeker
missiles here, a tactic that
Tony very effectively used
against me in that first battle
against my Death Guard).1
With the few points left over,
I decided to add a few
plasma rifles (these are
purely for killing marines, the
fact they’re mounted on
Crisis suits and one of them
is my HQ is totally
secondary), a handful of
drones (to annoy my
opponents2), and some
Stealthsuits (to annoy them
some more). Ah ha, there’s a
1500 point tournament army
on paper, now on to the
serious stuff...

THE PREP
With my army
figured out on
paper, the next
to do was to
decide exact
how I was
going to put
this lot
together. The
first decision
was easy, no
way was I
going to use
GW’s Stealth
Suits, there’re
horrible and
more
importantly,
they’re all
standing on
solid ground. A
quick search
on the web
turned up
some really
nice converted
Stealth Suits
based on Fire
Warriors with
some extra bits
from the Crisis

suit sprue. Well I had four
until my birthday and
spare Fire Warriors anyway...
Christmas. The list basically
had three items on it: a Fire
3
A quick visit to Darkstar
Warrior squad, some more
near Farnborough really
Pathfinders and a tau
started the ball rolling, with
Hammerhead tank, times
my better half up north and
four. OK, technically
conveniently out of the way, I
speaking I didn’t actually
picked up the Tau
need that many
battleforce4, a Devilfish and
Hammerheads, but just think
a couple of blisters of
of all those spare railguns I
Pathfinders. Combined with
can stick on a VDR vehicle
some bits kindly donated by
later. OK, you can come out
Nathan White, this gave me
from behind the sofa now.
enough stuff to complete
half my army.
And over the
following
couple of
months I
picked up a
Hammerhead
(just to check
what the kit
was like) and
a couple of
other odd
bits.5
For the rest, I
was going to
One army, ready to go, sort of
have to wait
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THE KROOT FROM ATLANTIS

1 Like all good plans, this has since
gone out the window and my all
skimming army has changed into a
mostly skimming partly swimming
army.

OK, since I had to paint up sixteen Kroot for Gamesday last year, I
really didn’t want to paint more for my new Tau army. However
after taking a critical view of the list I had devised, I decided I
wanted more Pathfinders. This left me with a slight problem. To fit
the Pathfinders in, one unit of Fire Warriors would have to go; and
that just left a single troop choice. Umm, well I had the Kroot and
a unit of 12 would be really cheap so they were back in, but how
to justify this?
Well, as this army represented a Naval force, the Kroot would
have to represent this. What if... ah ha!!! Fish Kroot. OK, this idea
seems a bit whacko but bare with me, these Kroot had adapted
(by absorbing fish DNA) to live in Dal’yth Prime’s oceans alongside
the Tau colonists. This gave me a great excuse to convert loads of
models (in contrast to the slick style I wanted for my Tau), and to
include the Great Karloc that Forgeworld had just released.
Being the devious soul that I am, I even figured out a way to minimise the amount of Kroot I had to paint, having the unit on watery
bases to give the impressive of the Kroot just pulling themselves
out of the sea to ambush someone.

2 Actually, these have since been
replaced an Etheral to help control
my troops morale. This should also
be annoying, with luck.
3 I’ve actually been banned by ‘she
who must be obeyed’ from buying
models in Games Workshop.
Fortunately this doesn’t stretch to
independents, Forgeworld, Mail
Order, etc, etc.
4 OK, I know I don’t need (or want)
more Kroot, but with everything else
in the box £45 was an absolute
steal.
5 Well the new Imperial Armour book
had the stats for a Sky Ray and I had
to come back from Gamesday with
something... Ironically however,
nobody else I know actually has any
aircraft to shoot down with the thing,
except for me of course (doh).

THE PROTOTYPE
Unfortunately I had to be a
little bit sneaky before starting my tau army proper.6 So
instead of blasting away with
lots of firewarriors, the first
prototypes of my colour
scheme were one tau tank
commander and two VOID

humans. I wanted to go for a
scheme that would reflect
the naval origins of this
Cadre, and having a very
definite idea in my mind
about the look and feel of
the army, I decided to go for
a deep blue and light(ish)

grey, with a touch of yellow
to highlight particular areas.
Once I was happy with the
scheme, and the house
move was out of the way, I
was free to start assembling
Fire Warriors.

6 My better half really didn’t want
me to start ANOTHER army just
before we were due to move house.
Well, I suppose she had a point, sort
of.
7 See “The Kroot from Atlantis”

THE CHANGE OF PLAN
Before actually starting to
paint my newly assembled
Fire Warriors, I got slightly
sidetracked with some
Kroot7 that would now make
up my second troops choice.
To try and keep with the look
and feel of the army, I went
for bluey greys with bone
coloured spines as contrast.
Two and half weeks later, I
was finally ready to paint
some Tau.
Within an evening my first
warrior was painted, but
something wasn’t quite right.
The colour I had figured out
worked fine enough on

humans where the skin
colour picked up the blue
and light grey, but by itself
(or worse still, against the
bright yellow I was using) it
looked a bit dull and a bit
messy.
After a bit of a rethink, I
started my second new
prototype Fire Warrior. This
time instead of going for blue
on light grey (with yellow
bits), I went for light grey on
blue (with dark grey bit).
Surprising, this achieved
exactly the slick futuristic
look I was looking for.

THE FUTURE
Well, that’s about as far as
I’ve got so far, so what’s
next?
One word: Battlesuits.
More than any other army,
the Tau need their Elites to
add just a bit more
firepower. And having picked
up some cheap at Overlord
2003; four Crisis suits and a
Shas’O should do the trick
nicely; so they’re up next.

And after that, there’s a few
tanks to do…(well, it is one of
MY armies after all)

OPTIONAL RULES – NAVAL CADRES
Tau from the few aquatic colonies on various world have
learned to adapt their method of war to this environment
which is utterly alien to their desert ancestors. The following
troop types may not be taken as part of a Naval Cadre:
Broadside Battlesuits, and Krootoxs. Naval Cadres are also
subject to the following rules:
Ride the Waves
All Naval Cadres are based on a highly mobile structure and
must be capable of redeploying across the seas at a moments
notice. Therefore ALL foot troops except Kroot squads
(including Etherals) must be mounted on Devilfish transports
or equipped with a jump pack. This means that Broadside
Battlesuits are not available to Naval Cadres.
In addition to this, any Tau skimmer or jump
pack equipped troop, is allowed to re-roll failed
difficult terrain tests over water.
Born to the Sea
Kroot allied to Naval Cadres are often physically
adapted to the sea. These Kroot are subject to
the normal rule for Kroot with one exception:
their Fieldcraft skill applies to aquatic
environments (water, swamps, etc) not
woodland.
Richard Kerry
Blue Muppet
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BEWARE THE SNAKE

THE SERPENTS OF
FERRIUS

A year ago I presented my
Dark Eldar tournament army
for your perusal and now,
because I’m cruel, I thought
I’d subject you to my Iron
Warriors Army; the
Tournament Army for 20031.
So why the Iron Warriors
then? ‘Cos I can. Hmm,
methinks that’s not quite the
answer you were looking
for? Ok then, how about –
‘cos I really like the colour
scheme2 and the fact that
this is the Year of Chaos and
I can have lots and lots of
big guns has absolutely
nothing to do with my
decision3.
So where are my travels to
this year then?
Nottingham (Open
Tournament), Cardiff,
Weymouth (maybe), Devizes
(Attack 2003), Reading
(Starsmash IV) (although this
might change due to Games
Day) and at least one more
trip to Nottingham (Grand
Tournament).
And now, the moment you’ve
all been waiting for. Oi!
Wake up! Right, that’s
better. Now pay attention, I
shall only type this once. I’ll
detail the 2,000 point
weirdness that is the Open
Tournament and the other
tournies will be some
combination of this listing4.

After reading the instructions
several times, having some
caffeine and then coming
back to them, I decided that
the Open Tournament gives
you 1,000 points as your
core force and then 2 x 500
point detachments, of which
you can use one per battle.
You don’t decide which one
until you see the mission and
then you get to panic shortly
afterwards.

There now follows an Iron
Warriors Broadcast on why
some these units have been
selected, and what we hope
they might achieve5;
Heart of the Snake
The Lord
Essentially this is my H2H
nastiness. He would normally
have Furious Charge for that
Strength 7 on the charge,
but the points are restricted,

The Capital of Bralok had been holding out for many years before Ferrius arrived with his orders to destroy it. Upon seeing the
massive fortress city he realised how futile an all out assault
was going to be, so instead he ordered his special unit to infiltrate the city. Their orders were simple: sow discord and discredit the leadership.
This special unit went by the name of “The Snakes”, so called
after Ferrius’ fascination with lizards – even to the extent of
keeping pet snakes to which he could feed obstinate enemies
or foolhardy allies.
Whilst the 3rd Legion pounded the city from outside, these individuals went about their deadly job inside. Within days many,
many citizens began to question whether they would be better
off with the Iron Warriors, than with their own leaders who were
intent on letting them die for the Emperor. The Emperor did not
seem to care for them either as no Space Marines had been
despatched to relieve the siege.
Within a week there were riots within Bralok. People died. The
government despaired and, eventually, ordered the Arbites to
open fire on their own people. This outrage only served to
strengthen the will of the People and, finally, it resulted in a full
blown attack on the government building. It was not long before
the doors were smashed open and the government itself was
brought forth into the massive Square.
Here, one by one, they were executed by the people. The
Snakes watched on; evil smiling down on them. They ordered
the main gates opened. As the Governor of the City was readied
for his execution, Ferrius entered the square. Cheers greeted
him and the crowd parted as he approached the Governor.
The Governor was forced onto his knees and, with a final cry of
allegiance to the Emperor; he was beheaded by the young Iron
Warrior commander.
Bralok had fallen. What had taken years for others to not even
come close to achieving had taken Ferrius and his Snakes mere
weeks.
The people of Bralok worshipped Ferrius and saw him as the
true face of Chaos. They rejected the False Emperor and soon
the people of Bralok joined the followers of Chaos and became
damned as the force of “Sons of the Snake”, ready at all times
to heed the cry of Ferrius and aid him in all matters.
For his reward Perturbo granted Ferrius a unique honour
amongst the Iron Warriors; the Command of his own unique
Legion, complete with their own name and colours. Thus were
born the Serpents of Ferrius, and the Galaxy shall tremble before their guns.

so Strength 6 only then.
Initiative 5 as well so he’s
normally going minimum of
equal and Frags in case of
cover. He comes in at only
145 points so he’s not a
huge loss when he gets
flattened.
Chosen w/Power Armour
This is the Lord’s Retinue
and consists of only four
marines. Essentially they just
shout insults at the enemy
as the Lord cleaves them
apart. And they get to ride
around in a nice shiny Rhino.
Chosen w/Terminator
Armour
This is my dubious unit and
I’m really not sure about the
236 points in this one. It’s
there because I like the
models and they do tend to
attract a huge amount of
firepower so they may prove
useful. Also fun in H2H,
assuming they can reach. Of
course they can also
deepstrike so you never
know6…
Obliterators
Two of these beauties. Have
yet to try them as they have
only just been finished, but I
reckon they could seriously
upset people with Strength 5
Toughness 5 and 2 Wounds.
Phasing in any weapon in the
firing phase as well means I
should be able to counter
different armies (ie Rhino
rush = Lascannons; Dark
Eldar = Heavy Bolters/
Autocannons etc)
Chaos Space Marines (x2)
175 points for a very handy,
very shooty unit. Should be
able to counter most threats
and dish out a world of hurt.
Only concern is the static
nature which may cause
problems in movement
missions. We shall have to
wait and see. Oh and no
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Aspiring Champions;
absolutely no point on the
stand and shoot end of the
scale now that the Mark is
applied to the whole unit
instead of just the
Champion.
So that’s my core army. 1
HQ, 2 Elites and 2 Troops. A
lot of firepower and a decent
stab at H2H if necessary.
Now we get to add the really
fluffy stuff.
I’ve decided to split my other
forces into a pure defensive
force and a slightly more
attacking force7:
Fangs of the Snake
Havocs
Normally I’d take more
Lascannons (you can never
have too many) but this time
I’ve purely gone with the
models available. Plus with
this config they can take on
Marines and Swarms –
hopefully. Oh and the Tank
Hunter was a bonus when I
had some spare points.
Vindicator
This thing has one of the
biggest guns in the game
and scares marine players
silly. Ideal for soaking up
shooting and can win you the
game purely through
deployment; he creates a
24” free zone with him at the
centre! I take Parasitic
Possession because if I
become immobilized or lose
my gun then it’s suddenly a
Rhino without the travel
space. Not good. Mutated
Hull is for obvious reasons –
armour 14 on the front? Yes,
please, and the back is now
not blow-out-able by Bolters!
Basilisk
Not used this one yet; only
just finished it – been sat on
the shelf unbuilt for a year!
Hopefully it will be another
fear inducing toy and can sit
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there and pound away. I’m
now in the process of trying
to work out how to gauge
distances properly.
Coils of the Snake
Obliterator
Obliterator
Another 1! It can operate as
a separate unit (good old IW
rules!) and thus shoot at
something different to his
friends (do Obliterators have
friends?).
Chaos Space Marines
Pure assault unit, without
being Fast Attack. Maximum
sized unit for maximum
effect8. Includes an Aspiring
Champion with a Power Fist
and another Plasma Pistol –
just in case I need to vent
and blow myself up. They
can back up the HQ and,
hopefully, benefit from the
cover being laid down by the
Obliterators and the Heavy
option.
Predator
Predator
Good old Mutated Hull. Yay –
14 Armour. I take this to
attract fire from the Rhinos
and to lay down firepower
along with the Obliterators.
Plus, unlike the Havocs,
Vindie and Bassie, this one
can actually move and fire,
albeit one weapon, if
necessary. So he gets into
this detachment rather than
the other one.
And, in case anyone was
thinking I made up the
names, you can blame the
good old internet instead.
Why? Each of the names is
actually ripped from the
proper name of a real, live,
breed of snake. For instance
my Lord’s name of
Lampropeltis comes from
the proper name for a King
Snake. See, Warhammer
40K can be educational9.
So that’s the basic army list
and units. I’m hoping that

In the darkened throne room the young commander strolled
purposefully towards the figure by the window. He stopped
precisely and waited.
No sound at all.
For a few minutes total silence filled the grand room. Then
the figure by the window spoke, his deep, booming voice
reverberating around the throne room.
The young commander listened intently to his Lord.
“Ferrius, you will take your 3rd Legion and proceed to
Bralok. You will destroy the citizens of the false emperor.”
“Lord,” a pause as the young Ferrius considered his next
words, “I will gladly do thy bidding… but...”
“You have a problem with my orders?”
“No, Lord.”
“Good. Trantis and his 5th Legion were on Bralok. He has
failed me and is returning. You will not see him again.”
“Lord.”
“The remnants of his Legion are now yours to command.
The 5th Legion are no more and shall be erased from the
records.”
The room fell silent.
“Do not fail me, Ferrius. You know the price if you do.”
Ferrius bowed. “Yes, Lord Perturbo. I know the price.”
A very precise about-turn and Ferrius departed the throne
room.
After a while Pertrubo spoke again.
“An excellent commander. He will do well. The Iron
Warriors will be safe in his hands one day.”
Notes

the sheer number of
Lascannons, and other
heavy weapons, will make up
for my inability to move very
fast. Hopefully I will have
killed enough of the enemy
to prevent them from taking
objectives otherwise I could
be in a bit of trouble. I trust
that Dark Lances, Bright
Lances and Gauss weapons
are on holiday or my poor
likkle tanks are going to be
dust which would not be a
good thing.
I’ll inflict a Tournie Tour
Report on you later in the
year, once I’ve recovered
after seeing what this lot are
all about
Nick
Nick Jenkin
Iron Muppet

1 At least they are until they get
soundly thrashed and then they
might get a stern talking to and
replaced by something else, like
Dark Eldar
2 It’s easy! Even I can manage to
paint my scheme quickly. Thank God
for Tin Bitz.
3 Honest. I’d never pick an army
based purely on the size of its guns. I
mean it’s not like my other main
army has lots of Dark Lances now is
it? Oh…
4 Or possibly a complete revamp
when/if this one keeps getting
trounced. I wonder how many more
Lascannons I can fit in?
5 Beyond being given a nasty stare
by me should they fail to hit
anything.
6 Just don’t mention starcannons as
they tend to start crying, which rusts
the armour.
7 Or roughly translated as they can
move around a bit more than the
others.
8 To put it another way; I need that
many dice to ensure I actually hit
something this time
9 At least that’s what I tell the wife.
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DROP PENGUINS BATTLE REPORT

O R N OW T R E M A I N S

Following up from the
scenario last time, here’s the
battle report.

"This is Raven 29."
"Perhaps after our
defeat at the hands of
those iron warriors we
should find some girls
to fight we may stand a
better chance."
"Pick a fight with them
then, it shouldn't be too
hard, doing nothing
usually works."
"make it two weeks
time, they should be
stressed enough then."

Battle (Order of the
Cloistered Plague)
Celestian Superior,
Dominions, 2x
Battle Sisters,
Seraphim and
Retributors
Having surveyed
the scene and
brandished our
dice it was time to
drop some pods!
Turn 1 Deployment
The Sabretooths
The shrewd general surveys his enemy…
got first turn and
Umm, pretty
away we went.
It’s amazing where an
Nowt. Nada. Not a thing
innocent request to have
turned up on the first unit for
three people play against
each of us. Oh dear. This
each other can lead to.
could be quicker than we
Myself, David OJ and Little
thought .
Nik needed to find a way for
And then things started
the three of us to have fun
happening. The Sabretooths
with miniatures.
managed to get the
Unfortunately none of the
Chaplain, Tacticals and a
Standard Missions were
Scout squad in and down.
going to work too well so we
The Chaos Lord and 2
made one up, as you do.
Bezerkers units turned up
Hopefully you’ll find it
and amazingly, considering
hereabouts entitled “Drop
my usual dice throwing, the
Penguins”. Don’t ask.
Sisters threw down the
Anyway the scene was set.
Seraphim, Retributors and
An Industrial style board with
Dominions. The Celestian
a couple of ruined buildings
Superior elected to stay
around the edges and a very
behind to finish her game of
nice StargateTM smack in
cards with the Sabretooths’
the middle. The scenario
Dreadnought.
being that The Bubonic
Turn 1 - Sabretooths
Monks had carelessly left 6
Since everyone arrived this
of their higher ranking
turn there was going to be no
chappies wandering around
assault so shooting it was
a battlefield. Our job was
then. The Sabretooths
simple; capture them! The
opened fire on the Chaos
slight fly in the ointment
Lord with everything they
being that our entire armies
had. Yes, they were that
had to come in via Drop Pods
close together that he was
using the reserves rules.
easily the closest model to
As a rough guide to the
the Tacticals. From a heap
armies: (1,000 points each)
load of shots there came…
David OJ – Space Marines
One wound, but it might
(Sabretooths)
(Sabretooths)
come in handy later on.
Chaplain, Dreadnought,
Turn 1 - Chaos
Terminators, 2x Scouts,
The Lord and Bezerkers shot
Tactical Squad and
back and discovered that the
Devastators
marine armour was not as
Little Nik – Chaos Space
good as their own as a
Marines (The Unnamed
Unnamed
marine or two fell.
Legion)
Turn 1 - Sisters
Lord and 4x Bezerkers
The Sisters now opened up
Bigger Nick – Sisters of
on the other Bezerkers unit.

Between the Dominions’
hissy guns and the weapons
of the Seraphim they
whittled out half of the
squad. The rest of the
Bezerkers completely
ignored this problem and
prepared to assault next
turn, froth foaming at the
mouth. We asked Little Nik
to wipe it up.
Turn 2 - Deployment
Again the Sabretooths went
first. The Terminators arrived
for breakfast along with their
mates the other Scouts. They
both came in near to the
Chaos Lord. The
Dreadnought and
Devastators decided to sit it
out for a bit longer.
On the Chaos side nothing
happened as both remaining
Bezerkers units pulled a
paddy and refused to come
on. Little Nik was exceedingly
happy.
The Celestian Superior,
having finished her card
game, came down near the
Dominions and the Red
Sisters Squad arrived on the
other side of the Bezerkers.
Turn 2 - Sabretooths
Now there was going to be
some pain as units could
assault. The shooting phase
opened with a spectacular
barrage from the
Sabretooths against the
Chaos Lord and his
Bezerkers. Everything let
loose, and only a Bezerkers
or two fell. Unfortunately for
Dave someone had forgotten
their dice with 1 and 2 on for
armour saves. The
Sabretooths decided to do it
the hard way and, led by
their Chaplain, charged
headlong into the Bezerkers
and the Lord. The Termies
stood around and watched.
The assault was brutal. The
Chaplain managed to get 4
hits on target against the
Bezerkers and he fired up
the Juice in his Crozius and
then watched in dismay as
the batteries failed. No
wounds. Oh dear that could
be costly. The Scouts faired
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little better and so the Chaos
Lord wound up his power
weapon and killed a lot of
Scouts in return, the
Bezerkers backed him up
and next thing you know the
Scouts are running away.
The Chaplain held his ground
and found himself all alone
and surrounded. Would he
sell himself dearly? We’ll
return to this shortly.
Turn 2 - Chaos
Meanwhile the Bezerkers on
the other side charged
headlong into the
Dominions. Ouch time. The
Dominions got creamed but
managed to stand, as did the
Celestian Superior who had
been supplied with batteries
from the same place as the
Chaplain. Never fear though,
the Seraphim should be
there soon.
And so we return to the
Chaplain. He and the Lord
went together. The Lord
raised his mighty power
weapon and got 3 wounds.
But my Rosarius will save me
cried David. A short time
later he removed his
Chaplain muttering
something about the
shortcomings of Rosarius’.
Just before he died the
Chaplain struck back with
everything he had against
the Lord. It was tense.
Especially when Nik
reminded us that he had
forgotten to give his Lord the
Daemonic Aura (5+
Invulnerable Save). Moments
later 2 hits had caused 2
wounds as the Crozius fired
off properly and the Lord lay
dead alongside the Chaplain.
Hmm, pretty.
The Bezerkers took their

lives in their hands and
consolidated into the
Terminators, as you do.
Turn 2 - Sisters
Meanwhile the Sisters’
Retributors opened up on
the Sabretooths Scouts and
rather nastily killed all but 1.
He could care less though
and decided to hang around
and see what happened
next.
The Seraphim passed their
Leadership test and took the
Passion, increasing their
Initiative by 2 and their
attacks by 1 each. Oddly
enough they charged into the
combat involving the
Celestian Superior and the
Dominions. The Seraphim
Superior had 5 attacks and
the Seraphim between them
had 20. Eagerly anticipating
Bezerker death the dice were
thrown. After much crying it
was discovered that 4 whole
wounds had been caused,
and not by the power
weapon. Oddly enough the
Chaos armour held out. They
struck back and Seraphim
died. The Sisters lost but
everyone held their ground.
Turn 3 - Deployment
In something of a radical
departure the Sabretooths
went first.
Finally the Dreadnought
decided to fight and turned
up just behind the Sisters,
insert maniacal David
laughter here, and the
Devastators landed right on
top of one of the Capture
Figures, who managed to
sidestep the pod, but found
himself in the midst of the
squad.
One of the remaining

The battle begins

Bezerkers squads finally
overcame their stage fright
and turned up. Smack bang
in the area near to the
Sisters and several Capture
Figures.
The final Sisters squad
turned up as well and more
of that assault stuff looked a
certainty.
This, however, was to be a
round of some very peculiar
happenings.
Turn 3 - Sabretooths
The Dreadnought fired first
and killed a couple of
Sisters. The last Scout
passed his man alone test
and fired off the Heavy Bolter
killing another Sister. In the
assault phase the other
scout squad charged in to
help out their Termie friends
and the Devastators stood
around and sang campfire
songs.
The assault phase opened
with yet another spectacular
failure from the Seraphim
and by the end of that phase
the Bezerkers had won
again. The Seraphim opted
to hit and run and left the
combat. The Dominions
opted to leg it, by luck
towards the Dreadnought,
which made David go a little
white as 3 meltaguns might
get a shot off before they
disappeared off the board.
The Celestian Superior
stayed where she was and
prepared to fight off the last
two Bezerkers.
Elsewhere the Termies and
Scouts picked up the
Seraphim dice and conspired
to lose the combat with the
Bezerkers. Even scarier was
the fact that the Termies
then failed their morale
check and ran to the edge of
the board, where they rallied
quite happily. The scouts
also ran and managed to get
out of range of the
Bezerkers, who consolidated
in to the centre of a lot of
angry Marines.
Turn 3 - Sisters
The Sisters now went for it.
The Dominions ran 8” right
to the board edge but not
off! The hissy guns lined up
and fired at the
Dreadnought. One hit. It was
within 6” and penetrated

with ease and then rolled a
5. Kaboom. The late arriving
Dread was now just late.
David carefully lifted him off
whilst using some very
unsavoury language towards
the Dominions. The
Retributors killed a tactical
marine who was trying to
hold onto a Captive and the
Scout was finally killed by
the Blue Sisters.
In a vain attempt to soften
up a Bezerkers squad before
charging the Red Sisters
opened fire. In a spectacular
display of “I’ll toast anybody
who gets in my way” the
flamer opened up. It hit 7
Bezerkers and, scarily, 1 of
the Red Sisters and 2
Seraphim. Amazingly 3
Bezerkers died and everyone
looked to the Sisters. The
Seraphim passed but the
Sister copped it. As the
figure was removed it
became obvious that we’d
managed to toast the hissy
gun, before it fired! Oops.
The Seraphim decided to
charge the Bezerkers rather
than their own squad that
had just fired at them and
the assault was on. Oh and
they took the Passion again.
They did their usual in the
assault phase and failed to
win. They promptly ran away
and the remaining Bezerkers
consolidated into charge
range of the Red Sisters.
Obviously no bad language
was used as these are holy
girls.
Turn 3 – Chaos
Chaos moved and charged
the Red Sisters. The
Bezerkers annihilated most
of the Sisters who tried to
run but were locked in
combat by the mad frothing
monsters (or Little Nik as we
like to call him).
The Celestian Superior was
smacked over the head by
the Bezerkers Champion
with a power weapon. 2
wounds inflicted and only the
Rosarius holding her
together. 2 dice later and
Little Nik was not a happy
bunny as the weapon
bounced off the nice little
invulnerable save. In return
she finally killed off the last
normal Bezerker leaving her
in one-on-one combat with
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the Champion. Out came the
picnic mat.
And the Bezerkers charged
the Termies. They managed
to take down one of the
behemoths with a power
weapon but the others stood
and then minced the
Bezerkers with their power
fists.
So the turn ended and at the
halfway stage the Marines
had one objective, the
Sisters were very close to 2
others with full strength
squads and Chaos was
waiting for a final squad to
appear. Very evenly
balanced, and could go to
anyone.
Turn 4 - Deployment
Amazingly the Marines did
not go first. Chaos did.
And, stand back, the final
Bezerkers Squad arrived to
spend time with their friends.
This is the squad that
includes the Darth Maul©
impersonator. They arrived
very, very close to the Blue
Sisters and the Retributors.
Turn 4 - Chaos
The new Bezerkers fired and
managed to kill 2 Retributors
who then passed their check
and prepared to fire.
Elsewhere the combat
involving the Celestian
Superior continued to have
no wounds dished out on
either side.
Also elsewhere the Red
Sister Superior was left with
one other Sister against the
Bezerker with a power fist.
Ouch. Amazingly she swung
her Power Weapon, prayed
and watched as the
Bezerker’s head was thrown
across the battlefield. The 2
of them then consolidated
into a position just nicely in
range of the Marine
Devastators. Hmm.
Turn 4 - Sisters
The Blue Sisters and
Retributors now fired
everything at Darth Maul©
and co. After the dust settled
4 Bezerkers were dead, their
armour looking decidedly
dodgy, but all the Faith
Points were now used up –
must check for those 6’s
again.
The Blue Sisters charged the
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soundly – toughness 4 with
strength 3 proving very
difficult to hurt – and ran
away 11”. The Bezerkers
consolidated and prepared
to receive more fire from the
Marines.
The Celestian Superior finally
finished her picnic and
smacked the Bezerkers
Champion for not helping to
clear up. She consolidated
into, er, Heavy Bolter range
of the 4x Heavy Bolter
carrying Devastators. Oh.
Turn 4 - Sabretooths
The Marines then took up
the baton and began to
paste people. The Heavy
Bolters opened up on the
remainder of the Red Sisters
and, well, holed them. A lot.
There were a lot of dice
involved in the saving
throws .
The Termies let fly at Darth
Maul© and felled another 2
Bezerkers, leaving just the 2
of them, but Bezerkers do
not run and suddenly the
Sisters were not looking
happy.
Turn 5 – Deployment
Nope – everyone’s either
arrived or already dead.
Turn 5 - Chaos
Chaos got first turn here and,
unsurprisingly, the final 2
Bezerkers on the board
assaulted the Retributors.
Darth Maul © whipped out
his power weapon and killed
all 4 Sisters. The Blue squad
standing 2” away passed a
test for seeing their “friends”
wiped out and were then hit
by Darth Maul© and friend.
Whereupon they passed
another test to stand and
fight – since they were still
running from their previous
encounter with him.
Turn 5 - Sabretooths
The Marines opened up
again, getting a little miffed
that all the combat was over
the other side of the board.
The Termies targeted those
members of the Blue Sisters
squad that were not in the 2”
kill zone and killed all 5 that
they could see – helped by
some really pants armour
saving throws.
Then the Devastators
opened up with everything

upon the Celestian Superior.
A lot of hits (not even sure
they missed actually) and all
wounded, so it was down to
about 14 or 15 dice for
armour saves. Bless the
dice. And up came 5 1’s. Ah.
She’s dead then.
Nothing whatsoever
happened in the combat as
Darth Maul© and co forgot
what their weapons were for
and the Sisters were busy
with their make-up or
something.
Turn 5 – Sisters
Nothing whatsoever
happened in the combat as
Darth Maul© and co forgot
what their weapons were for
and the Sisters were busy
with their make-up or
something. Again.
The Marines sat back and
waited for developments.
Turn 6 - Deployment
Nope – everyone’s either
arrived or already dead.
Turn 6 - Sabretooths
The Marines shuffled around
ensuring the Termies
captured the second figure
for the Marines. There was
no firing as the targets had
all evaporated.
Darth Maul© finally killed the
Preacher but the Sister
Superior killed his friend in
return. A drawn combat. One
on One, the last Bezerker v
the last Sister.
Turn 6 - Chaos
In the Chaos turn it was
straight into the combat
again. Darth Maul© with
umpteen attacks hit once
and failed to wound. In a
state of shock the Sister
Superior prayed and then
struck out with her Power
Weapon. Darth Maul© fell.
Turn 6 – Sisters
As the dust settled the Sister

Superior passed a Woman
alone test and the battle
ended.
Tallying up
The Marines had two
objectives and were clearly
the winners. A solitary Sister
Superior watched as they
rescued their comrades and
disappeared back into
space. The other 4 Bubonic
Monks were never heard
from again.
Slowly the Superior reached
for her radio and called for
help. She waited as the sun
set behind her, bathing her
in its glorious last rays before
it died like so many had just
done on the field of battle.
League Results
This bit was made up just
like the scenario and turned
out to be far more
complicated than the actual
battle. Suffice to say that at
last count either:
David has 5 points or maybe
3, I have 3 points or quite
possibly 2 (Paul did manage
to flip a coin so that I gained
an extra point!) and Little Nik
got nothing or it might be 0.
‘Twas fun and I’m looking
forward to the next outing for
the Drop Penguins.
Nick Jenkin
Sister Muppet

"Lieutenant, you have
proven yourself, you will
be preserved in the warp
and given a new
command, I expect great
things from you, your
next target will be those
heratic sisters..."

The battle ends, with a lot of running away
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C H O C K ’ S A WAY

ADVENTURES IN THE CULT OF SPEED
So, you’ve got a few spare
hours on a Saturday – i.e.
the wife says “I’ll only be a
minute” (please don’t tell her
I said that). What do you do?
Build an Ork Fighter-Bomber
of course!
Easy! Just erm……hang on,
what am I going to build a
25mm(ish) scale junkyard
aircraft from? A period of
head scratching, tea drinking
and general pondering
brought forth the answer –
Polystyrene (that well known
aerospace construction
material)!
Taking a sheet of A4 paper, I
drew out half the outline of
the Fighter-bomber (FB) and
then cut out the shape from
the paper. It’s obviously at
this stage that you will have
had to have made several
fundamental decisions like
how big, what body shape or
what wing and tail format. A
little bit of sketching is the
best way to decide how you
want your FB to look – I went
for a design that closely
resembled the Forgeworld
Orky planes.
Using a sheet of 1” (ish)
thick polystyrene, I drew
round the “half plane” paper
shape and then flipped it
over and completed the
outline. The main body of the
FB was then cut from the
polystyrene with a hot wire
cutter. Additional pieces
were cut from the remaining
polystyrene to form sections
that would be used at the
front of the plane to “bulk”
out the nose to make it look
more “Orky”. The extra
pieces were stuck to the
main fuselage with PVA glue
after being rounded off the
hot wire cutter.
After letting the sections dry
securely the wire cutter was
used again to trim the edges
of the wings and aircraft
body, making it less blocky.
Once rounded off the FB
then needed some armour
plating (well it needed
something to make it look
less like a three year old
Eskimo kid’s first ice

carving). After cutting
randomly shaped bits of
paper I began to stick these
to the FB. I used a hot glue
gun because the wife was
actually nearly ready to go
out now – so I was running
out of time. I could of used
PVA but well glue gun are
guns aren’t they – up their
with drills and hot air paint
strippers as a domestic
males weapon of choice.
Once the whole surface of
the model was covered in
paper I added some pieces
of cardboard which had been
detailed with a pin to make it
look “riveted”. This along
with the haphazardly placed
paper sections gave the FB
the “Malleted together by a
Mekboy” look.
The pilots canopy used all
the same techniques, a
block of polystyrene cut to
the desired shape, covered
in paper with strips of card
as the edging struts. With
small blocks of Polystyrene
making up the gun mounts
on the wing edges and cut
down drinking straws as the
big shootas barrels the FB’s
built in armament was
completed. It was at this
point that the wife found me
giving it it’s first “Test-flight”
around the lounge. I think
she may have been drawn by
the shouts of “Dakkadakka –
Die Oomie!”. Psychiatric
nurses probably smile in a
similar way at their patients.
A quick rummage in the ever
present bits box turned up a
few additional items that
could be used as extra
detail. A second lap of the
room with the FB held aloft
provoked another strange
look but convinced me that
my Warboss (not the wife)
would be pleased with his
new air contingent. After a
quick coat of watered down
PVA, the beast was left to
dry – leaving me to day
dream about badly aimed
strafing runs as I steered the
shopping trolley around the
supermarket. I have become
convinced that Ork drivers
are trained in such places!

Once placed back in my play
pen with chores finished, I
set about giving the model a
lick of paint. Once I tried it a
few times I decided that a
brush probably would work
better as paint doesn’t taste
very nice. Guess what colour
I decided to paint it – Nope! I
painted it red (bet you didn’t
see that one coming, did
you). Red undercoat applied
I moved onto some of the
“armoured plates”, picking
them out with metallic
colours like tin bitz and
boltgun metal. The whole
thing was then dry-brushed
with silver to give the edges
of the paper sections the
look of rough cut metal
sheeting. To give it a slight
griminess, small amounts of
brown wash were used
around some of the joints.
Some appropriately
“Flaming” transfers were
used to finish off the general
Speed Freaky effect.
Some Polystyrene chunks,
an old CD and an old paint
brush were “boshed”
together to form a base and
finally (after the base was
flocked) the whole thing was
finished.
Totalling the cost of the
project – very little! I’d
managed to cobbled the
thing together from (inexpensive)
things that
I already
had, using
tools I
already
owned.
So if you
want to
add some
big vehicles
to you’re
Ork mob
but can’t
afford the
pre-made models, have a
stab at making them
yourselves – it needn’t take
long or be expensive.
Next time a Stompa!
Nathan White
Bug Muppet

Bug Muppet is back with
another scratch-built
creation of death. But this,
he gone for a slightly less
organic approach. Cue the
greenskins...

In the absence of any photos of
Nathan’s Fight-bomber (mainly
because I deleted from my
camera before putting them
onto the PC, doh!), here’s one
Forgeworld made earlier,
although its not quite as pretty
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B L I N D W A R H A M M E R 4 0 0 00
scouts so it was time
to draw some stuff all
over it and make a
plan. Arrows
everywhere.
This plan was going to
be simple. Ignore
what the enemy was
doing and stick to our
guns. A standing
order was sent out: “If
Nick considering his first move
in hand to hand
ensure bringing home
side of the hill and head for
slaves. Do not kill them, if
the Bunker.
you do then ensure you do
The first problem of the day
not come home.”
arrived in the form of reserve
So the deployment and plan
rolls. The HQ and Warp
went something like this. Set
Beasts would be here on
up a fire zone in the centre
turn three but the Wyches
with the two Dark Lance
were waiting for the weather
teams, preventing tanks
to clear and wouldn’t be here
from coming that way; one
until turn four. We knew that
unit near the cylinders on the
but the guys moving things
right and one in the ruins on
around didn’t, and we
couldn’t tell them.
We also had no idea what we
were facing. Was there a
Basilisk? Leman Russ?
Hellhound? Etc. We were
going to have to rely on
intelligence reports from our
sub-commanders. Scary.
So off we went. The idea now
was to wait for my first
feedback and then prepare
my next orders during the
Deployment complete, although entirely correctly...
Guard turn. As soon as that
top of the hill. Set the Talos
Guard turn was over my
nice; none of this front line
up between the two teams
orders would be whipped
canteen stuff for us.
and advance straight down
away – even if unfinished.
Time for our first set of
the throat of the enemy,
Ouch.
orders; essentially the set up
attracting as much fire as
I’ll summarise my
and first turn. Now these
possible and preventing
understanding of the battle
orders would be followed to
infantry from reaching the
as I did not see it up close
the letter so we needed to be
dark lance teams.
and personal – I’ll leave that
precise, whilst also allowing
The Warp Beasts would
for the sub-commanders.
a bit of leeway in case things
cover the fire
weren’t exactly as we
teams in case of
expected. At one point we
counterissued an order to shoot
assaults. The
anything that moved. Bad
HQ and Raider
order as nothing moved and,
Squad would
although the Sentinel was in
hug the left of
range, they didn’t shoot it as
the hill and then
it stood still. Oops. On the
swing around
other hand each time we
the top to hit
ordered units to shoot we
anything near
gave them priorities:
the woods. The
Vehicles, Sentinels, Infantry
Wyches would
which we hope were then
either follow
followed.
them or swing
Guardmen verses a Dark Eldar Lord, it was never
We had a drawn map of the
around the other
going to be pretty
field of battle provided by our
So here was the plan, turn
up with 1,000 points of Dark
Eldar and take on the
Imperial Guard. Great. No
problem. Oh, and by the way,
you won’t be able to see the
battlefield, move any figures
or roll any dice. Que?
This was going to be a
remote-control battle. Me
thinks this could be a little
different.
Our orders arrived; take 10
slaves. As part of the mission
we could not divulge the
objective to our underlings in
case of interception of
orders by the enemy, so now
to find ways of doing it.
The runners were set. The
figures were out of their
boxes. The Generals had
caffeine and biscuits – very

Blind WH40K is one of those
ideas that in hindsight
probably makes absolutely
no sense. I mean, the point
of Warhammer 40000 is to
see your beautifully painted
armies crush one another
before your very eyes, isn’t
it? Imagine having to fight a
battle without being able to
see how every firefight turns
out, without being able to
know for certain where you
enemy is. In the real world
generals often don’t know
what’s actually happening on
the battlefield and must
strategic decisions with the
limited information available
to them, and this is where
this mad idea comes in.
Back in January we ran this
for the first time and here’s
our generals’ view of the
great experiment…
Richard Kerry
Major Muppet
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There was vague information
about something in the
woods. Unfortunately we had
no idea what this was.
Hopefully it was infantry.
Checking the map showed
us something really nice: the
woods were just at the end
of the big hill, about where
the HQ and Raider Squad
were going to be at the end
of turn three or four, ready to
assault. Marvellous. We
continued with the plan.
Shoot anything armoured.
Advance the Talos. Advance
the Raider 24” ready to
cover the HQ.
It was about now that we
learnt the Talos was not
quite where we expected it to
be. For some reason it had
been put down on the far
right of the formation and
not the centre! What?! We

our movement orders to the
letter, otherwise we could be
jumping off into no man’s
land and dying shortly
afterwards. Scary but very
rewarding when it works.
The HQ stomped around and
took loads of prisoners and
nearly gave us heart failure
at one point after one report
said they’d killed off an
entire enemy unit! Stop
killing them.
The Wyches finally showed
up and continued the
excellent pounding and
capturing of the Guard. We
sent them up the left side
once we knew where the
enemy were. The Hellhound
was proving a pain in the
neck and we lost track of the
Warp Beasts completely
(part of their orders had
been “lost” earlier by the
runner –
excellent
addition to the
fog of war – and
they, effectively,
missed a turn so
were miles from
where we
thought they
were!), and we
ended up
sending them to
their deaths as
they charged
into the wrong
Sometimes you have to wonder if the forces of evil area (i.e. under
were taking this battle entirely seriously
a flamer
template!). Oh
and the Talos ate the Leman
rechecked our orders. “Place
Russ. Marvellous
beside the right-hand
performance.
squad.” Damn. Not specific
By the end we had 13
enough – however, in true
captives. Mission
Dark Eldar style, we decided
accomplished. Wahoo. It had
to blame the Subbeen a good day for the
Commander directly
Kabal. Archon V’ayon was
responsible for the Talos and
going to feast well tonight.
orders were issued to slap
Was it different? Yes.
him (Ross).
Did we enjoy it? Yes.
The reports from the battle
came back and everything
Overall this was a very
seemed to be going to plan.
strange, yet enjoyable,
The Talos was not being hurt
experience. Not knowing
by the Leman Russ as it
where things were, or what
marched up the board. The
you were facing, meant that
Raider Squad and HQ dived
a plan was necessary from
in and assaulted anything
start to finish. I also found it
remotely infantry based. At
very useful that at least one
this point we found it very
of the sub-commanders
difficult to judge when to
understood and plays Dark
order dismounting from
Eldar himself. This meant he
Raiders as we couldn’t see
could take on the
the battlefield – we had to
responsibility of
rely on info coming back and
remembering special rules,
hope that they were following
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throwing the dice
and remembering
statistics for
weapons and so
on.
A major problem
that we
discovered was
that once Close
Combat began we
found it very
difficult to keep a
track of exactly
where our units
were. Reports
were sketchy at best and we
just kept issuing orders to
move and assault any
Infantry in range; this could
have been very bad but,
fortunately, there were no
big things around in the
area, i.e. Basilisks,
Hellhounds and Battle
Cannons. Phew.
It’s difficult to say what I
found so appealing about
this game without stepping
into novel size reports but I’d
recommend this to anyone
who fancies something a
little bit different and, by
extension, this would add a
new dimension to
campaigns. Especially if you
start adding in further layers
of command…
Nick Jenkin
Blind Muppet
“What do you do when your
invited to lead a battle force
when you can’t even see the
table top, obvious, you begin
by utterly destroying your
hosts internal furnishings.
(Just ask Chief Muppet.)
So after very close
examinations of Richard’s
conservatory
news filtered
through that my
expeditionary
force had
amassed, and
was ready to
engage in
moustache wax
retrieval.
Next thing that I
hear, my force is
being ripped to
shreds by Dark
Eldar raiders.
Don’t these
scourges have
any morals?
Thanks to them

“See that, that’s dead it is”
Paul taunting his enemy as a
proper Evil Pixie should

First blood to the Dark Eldar, so
much for the Sentinels

Nathan taking on the role of
lieutenant with total dispassion,
sort of...
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The forces of evil: Paul Russell,
(Lord) Nick Jenkin, Ross
McNaughton and Nick Doran

And the forces of the Imperial
Army: Corporal Lee Cook,
Colonel Dave Offen-James,
Captain Tony Walls and Major
Nathan White

I ssue 14, Sp r in g 2003
my moustache
would be in a
terrible state at
that evenings
Imperial dinner
and dance
evening at
Commissar
Farranti’s
palatial
guildhall.
My fury could be
heard through
out the departmental offices,
as I screamed out “Kill them
all, AND GET ME THAT
WAX !!!!!”
I was forced to
organise my
men using, at
best, limited
reconnaissance,
and due to
difficult
conditions
planet side, Intel
was slow in
coming forward
and visuals were
of no use. This
left me guessing
as to just what was and
wasn’t in the right place on
the battlefield.
Communications were in
constant flux with messages
were being badly garbled or
lost all together. The end
result was the men under my
command were badly
organised and suffered
extensive losses, resulting
we believe in the
“harvesting” as we think they
refer to it, of many Imperial
Guard souls. Worse still, my
moustache looked terrible
that evening!
Someone please HIT
ROSS !!!!”
+++Extract from Court
Marshall Hearing No
3428766554- 89B245C+++
Dave OffenOffen-James
Other (Blind) Muppet
Dear Uncle Buntie
How’s Auntie Freida’s
Bunions? Things have gotten
very interesting around here!
You remember old melon
nose Melchett? Well he’s the
top chap here – what a hoot!
Anyway – I report to a chap
called Captain Whitetaker,
he’s great. He’s always
teasing me – saying “Percy,
I’d think you were a spy if
you weren’t so dumb!” What

a Wheeze! Hurrah
for the Captain!
Anywho, old
Melchers sent the
captain and I out
with some of the
boys – great lads
always chatting
and laughing about
someone called
‘Lieutenant
Plonker’, it’s one of
the officers, I think
he’s on leave
With his new sidekick, Nathan tries to figure
because I haven’t
out his latest orders
met him yet.
Sounds like a bit
Well – little balders’ turns
of a fool! The Cap’ put me in
out to be ‘Mr Tanky Driver
this tanky thing with a
Ace’ charging about flaming
flamethrower – he’s always
the beasties that the raiders
telling him what a good
had brought along.
soldier I am, he said
I think I might of distracted
something about it being a
him somewhat – I was
lot safer outside with me in
clambering up to have a
the tank. What a spiffing
gander out of the top hatch
bloke!
when I kicked the old gear
Apparently the Colonel
thingy – whoops! Hey ho if
wanted the Captain to fetch
we didn’t end up going
something from the old HQ
backwards onto the roof of
building – something so
the building! Balders’
important that they gave it
jumped out, then jumped
the codename ‘Mustache
back in with a small jar – it
Wax’? Its really very exciting!
had the codename
Well what can I say – It was
‘Mustache Wax’ on it! Hurrah
all going swimmingly until
for us.
whiz, bang wallop some of
It seems that a few of our
those pesky raidy bods
boys went with the raiders –
turned up! Well I nearly
not sure why? I couldn’t find
pooped my pants I can tell
Captain Whitetaker, so I had
you! Before we knew what
to tell old Melchett what had
end we were bowling from, it
happened. He didn’t seen to
was whiz pop and the
worried – we’d got
sentinels were all down and
‘Mustache Wax’ back – that
the boys were taking a
was the important thing.
bashing from the raiders! I
Give Auntie a peck from me
gave my driver Private
Baldrick a prod and said
Percy (aka Nathan White)
“lets give them what for!”

The generals finally survey the battlefield, and find out what their
lieutenants actually did!
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B L I N D W A R H A M M E R 4 0 0 00
THE RULES...

Requirements (for one night of mayhem):
• The Objective Raid Scenario
• Two armies of at least 1000 points (smaller battles are too
dynamic)
• A couple of rough maps of the battlefield and some counters to
represent units
• Two copies of each army list
• Two sealed envelops with the scenario objectives
• A house with several rooms or a really big hall
• At least five (yes five) players, preferably more.
• At least two of these will be the generals1

be issued to his SubCommander.
There is only one other rule:
The gamesmasters
instructions MUST always be
followed by all players.
players.
Oh, and of course the
gamesmasters are
encouraged to cheat, in the
name of fun you
understand…
Richard Kerry

Notes:
1 remember more generals per side
means more arguing
2 or group of Generals if you want
more arguing, err sorry, discussion...
3 supplied by the gamesmaster of
course, remember the Generals
should NOT see the battlefield
before the battle (or during it for
that matter).

• Two sub-commanders (these players actually play the game)

Objective Raid

• And finally one runner/gamesmaster

Overview
Enemy forces have closed in on an important objective. Your
forces must beat them to it and hold it until you arrive.
Special Rules
Objective Raid uses Deep Strike, Infiltrator, Reserves, Victory
Points and General special rules.
Deployment
Deployment
• Terrain is placed on the board by the Gamesmaster. He also
decides which long board edge each player will start from.

• A sense of humour (beer is also good)
The basic idea behind Blind
WH40K is that the Generals
control their armies by
issuing orders that the subcommanders have to follow,
and the sub-commanders
have to report back the
situation on the battlefield to
the Generals so they know
what’s going on. The ideal
setup, (space allowing), is for
each General2 to setup their
command centres in
separate rooms where they
can’t see the battlefield.
They should be equipped
with a dice, a map of the
battlefield3, some unit
counters, a copy of their
army list and lots of post-it
notes (or 5’x 3’ cards).
They’ll probably need coffee
(or beer) as well.
After receiving their
objectives from the
gamesmaster (which of
course should be delivered
in a sealed envelop), the first
task for the Generals is to
order the deployment of their
armies and orders for the
first turn. Depending of the
exact scenario, the
gamesmaster may allow the
General’s to use the
reserves, deep strike, or
infiltration special rules. But
to keep things interesting
this information should be
given out with the objective.
In addition to this, the Subcommanders will also be told
by the gamesmaster if there
are any restrictions on

deployment (for example not
being able to deploy within a
certain distance of an
opposing unit, having to
deploy in a particular order
etc). The Sub-commanders
take turns as normal to
deploy and once finished,
they roll-off for first turn and
start to play.
To make this work in the
game a couple of changes
have to be made to the turn
sequence and two new
phases have to be added to
the player turn:
Receive Orders Phase
Movement Phase
Shooting Phase
Assault Phase
Report Phase
In the Receive Orders Phase
the Sub-commander receives
the orders issued to him by
his general. Each unit in the
army must be issued a
separate order to perform
any kind of action in the rest
of the turn and a unit may
only ever carry out its own
orders. And finally the most
important rule: All orders
MUST be followed in full if
possible.
In the Report phase the Subcommander reports back the
situation and positions of all
the units to his General. With
this information the General
can update his map and
write up new orders during
his opponents turn, ready to

• The objectives for the raid, and deployment instructions are
written down and given to each General (in a sealed
envelop) along with a map of the battlefield (note that the
objectives and for that matter even the map, should be
different for each General).
• The Generals write out their deployment orders and their
orders for the first turn.
• The armies should deploy along the long edges no more
than 12” on and more than 18” away from there own
objective.
• Any Troops or Heavy Support may be deployed no more
than 12” onto the battlefield and no closer than 18” away
from their own objective. The player does not have to
deploy all these units, but he must deploy at least one.
The rest of the forces are in reserve.
• Any troops that can Infiltrate may deploy anywhere on the
battlefield as long as they are more than 18” away from
the objective or an enemy unit.
• Upon receiving their orders, the Sub-Commanders roll off for
deployment and deploy their units as close as possible to the
Generals orders within the deployment rules.
• The Sub-Commanders then roll off for the first turn and the
battle begins.
Mission Objective
The players must take and hold their objectives and prevent
their opponent’s from taking their own. If a player’s objective is
occupied by only his own troops, the player gains +200 points.
At the end of the game add up victory points. The highest
score wins.
Reserves
Reserves move on from the players’ table edge.
Game Length
The game last for six turns.

THE SAD MUPPET
S O C I E T Y

valde tristes sumus…
(we’re very sad indeed…)
Email: muppet@genesis-sf.org.uk
Web: www.rkerry.fsnet.co.uk/sms
Yahoo Group: groups.yahoo.com/groups/
sadmuppets
Phone: 0118 9820489 (David)

THE COMMITTEE
Chief Muppet Richard Kerry
Money Muppet Paul Russell
Other Muppet David Offen-James

THE CONTRIBUTORS
(in no particular order of importance or
achievement)
Richard Kerry, David Offen-James, Paul
Russell, Lee Cook, Mark Freeth, Nathan
White, Nick Jenkin, Antony Walls, Various
People, and Borys
No doughnuts where not harmed in the
publication of this Newsletter.

T H E L E AG U E 2 00 3
Bragging Rights 2003 (as of 31/03/2003)
The league is a chance
Won Drawn Lost Wiped Played Points Rating
Player
for members to test
each other’s metal
Nick Jenkin
6
0
0
0
6
18
3.00
(again).
Richard Kerry
6
0
0
0
6
18
3.00
• A win is worth 3
Jeff Crane
1
0
0
0
1
3
3.00
points
Dave Gowan
1
0
0
0
1
3
3.00
• A draw is worth 2
points (any result
Matthew Pinto
5
0
0
1
6
15
2.50
where the winning
margin is 10% or
Nathan White
2
0
1
0
3
7
2.33
less of the starting
Paul Russell
3
1
0
1
5
11
2.20
values of the armies
involved or defined
Ben Dove
2
1
0
1
4
8
2.00
as a draw by the
Dave Driver
2
1
0
1
5
10
2.00
scenario)
Dave Macoy
1
1
1
0
3
6
2.00
• A loss is worth 1
point unless you are Peter Hibbett
1
1
1
0
4
7
1.75
wiped out or
1.50
1
2
2
1
6
9
massacred, in which Ross McNaughton
case it is worth 0
Richard Crane
0
1
1
0
2
3
1.50
points.
1
2
3
0
7
10
1.43
• Various bonus points Dave Offen-James
for sportsmanship,
Antony Walls
0
3
2
1
6
8
1.33
best painted armies
1
0
1
1
3
4
1.33
etc will be awarded Nathan Yates
at the end of the
Lee Cook
0
3
4
1
8
10
1.25
league year.
2
0
0
3
5
6
1.20
• And you must play at Andrew Driver
least ten games to
be in contention for
the title and you
must be a member.

They weren't hiding.
They were just doing
their hair. I mean, its
difficult you know, with
the low roof in the
Wave Serpents and all.
Actually, thinking
about it, it sort of
explains the pointy
helmets.

OTHER THANKYOUS
Ruth
(for saying yes; mad woman)

Mark Freeth

0

2

1

2

5

5

1.00

Nick Doran

1

1

0

4

6

5

0.83

• Remember any game can
be a league game as long

you agree with your
opponent beforehand.

David OffenOffen-James
Other Muppet.
Muppet

T H E L A S T L AU G H
Hypothetical situation: You
have two cows...
You are a human: The
Emperor takes the cows and
sells you the milk.
You are an Inquisitor:
Inquisitor: You
milk the cows until they stop
producing then
accuse them of heresy and
incinerate the planet.
You are an Eldar: You bioengineer the cows so they
are 1/10th the size and
produce the milk of twenty
cows.
You are a Space Marine: You
eat the cows for lunch.
You are a guardsman: You
shoot the cows and are
surprised to discover your
lasgun has no effect.

You are a Speed Freak:
Freak: You
paint the cows red so they'll
go faster.
You are a normal Ork: You
shoot at the cows at point
blank range, missing
horribly.
You are a Tyrannid: You
absorb the cow's DNA and
use it to turn them into 6 ft.
tall killing machines.
You are a Tau: You try to
convince the cows to fight for
the Greater Good.
You are a Chaos Cultist: You
worship the cows.
You are a kroot: You kill the
cow and eat it. You can now
produce milk.
You are a Battle Sister: You
feverishly preach to the cow
with frustratingly little effect.

You are a Blood Angel: You
bite your lip, keeping yourself
back from taking a big bite
out of the cow's jugular.
You are a Feral Ork: You
jump on the cow, pump it full
of drugs and hold on from
grim life.
You are a SaimSaim-Haan: You
lob off the cows legs and
replace them with
anti-gravitic motors
You are a Squat: You try to
shoot the cow, but the cow
tries to tell you that you
never existed.
You are a Haemonculus, you
(*text removed by court
order*)
Compiled from various posts
by various people by Borys

